The Palmer College in a Time of Global Turmoil:
The Year That Was 1908
ROLF E. PETERS

ABSTRACT: Objective: To examine the world events of the year 1908 to establish a context for the educational
developments implemented at the first institution that taught chiropractic, the Palmer School of Chiropractic
in Davenport, Iowa. Discussion: The year was one of turmoil and social disruption in many countries. Storms,
fires, earthquakes, mine disasters, shipwrecks and other disasters made headlines in the newspapers, as well
as the suffragist movement and the London Olympics, where the marathon winner was disqualified because
he had been helped across the finishing line were well covered. Within this rather mechanical environment
the concepts of D.D. Palmer were more strongly established within the educational institution that bears his
name. This was not without controversy and this paper documents what is known about this period. The
paper reports that during 1908 D.D. Palmer started a new school in Portland, Oregon, which through name
changes and amalgamation still exists. Which is not so well known is that B.J. Palmer established the principle
that husband and wife students would be asked to pay only one tuition, and he created a system whereby
impecunious people could study chiropractic in three separate terms, allowing them to earn income in the
intervening periods. Conclusion: Even though the world suffered a wide range of tragic events chiropractic
education continued to evolve to become more available to the public.
INDEX TERMS: CHIROPRACTIC; HISTORY OF MEDICINE, 20TH
CENTURY; HISTORICAL ARTICLE.

INTRODUCTION
Following publication of two historical papers 1,2
identifying events of a century earlier, this paper is a followup for the year 1908 and describes some happenings that
affected the world as well as developments that took place
in chiropractic. While the Morikubo case in Wisconsin
was a milestone in the defence of chiropractors in 1907, so
another milestone was set in California in 1908. The paper
commences by recounting the discoveries, disasters and other
newsworthy items occurring during 1908 in order to give the
reader a feel for the world of 1908 within which the discipline
of chiropractic made significant steps forward in its original
educational institution.
THE WORLD IN 1908
Natural disasters
On 25 April 1908 a severe tornado swept over the Southern
States of the U.S.A., killing some 353 and injuring more than
1,200 people in the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama
and Georgia.3
At 7:14 a.m. on 30 June 1908 a massive explosion occurred
near the Tunguska River in Siberia, creating shock waves
that were felt a long distance away and broke windows some
400 km away. Its thermal currents set great tracts of tundra
woodlands on fire. The “black rain “and “mushroom cloud”
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that followed it inflicted a scabby disease on reindeer herds.
The blast felled an estimated 60 million trees over 2,150
square kilometres. When Russian scientists investigated the
area in 1927, they could not find any meteoric fragments.
Speculation started that the fireball was a crippled alien space
vehicle powered by atomic energy.4, 5.
On 28 December 1908 an earthquake in Sicily killed over
100,000 people in Messina and destroyed several towns on
this day. The 7.5-magnitude tremor off the coast of this large
island was also responsible for deaths on the Italian mainland.
In Reggio a 5 meter deadly tsunami came ashore, and two
hours later the tsunami hit Malta.6
Floods
News from Charleston, South Carolina, on 25 August
indicated that unprecedented rains had fallen and that the
entire county of Spartanburg was under water.7
Fires
The Rhoads Opera House located in Boyertown,
Pennsylvania, caught fire on January 13, 1908 during a
church-sponsored stage play. The fire started when a kerosene
lamp was knocked over, lighting gasoline from a stereoscopic
machine. The stage and auditorium were located on the 2nd
floor and all auxiliary exits were either unmarked or locked.
171 people perished.8,.9
On March 4, 1908 in Cleveland, Ohio, a fire at Lake View
School in Collingwood killed 165 children and two teachers.
The entire student population was 310 children, thus more
than half died in the fire.10
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Three Hundred and Sixty People Burned in Theatre Fire. Davenport
Democrat and Leader, 14 January 1908.

Three Hundred and Fifty Lives Lost in the Tornadoes. Davenport
Democrat and Leader, 26 April 1908.

The greatest fire that had scourged any part of the
metropolitan district of Boston in the previous ten years
devastated the manufacturing tenement and retail sections
of Chelsea, burning over one square mile of territory and
levelling many of the city’s best structures. Among the
structures destroyed were thirteen churches, two hospitals,
the public library, city hall, five school houses, twenty
business blocks, nearly a score of factories, and upward of
300 tenements and dwelling houses. About 10,000 people
were made homeless.11,12

two miners, father and son, were killed in Crows Nest coal
mine near East Greenville, Ohio.18 Nine men were killed in
an explosion on 30 January in the New River Valley Coal
Mine, West Virginia,19 while on 20 March 1908 an explosion
killed 14 at the Glebe Colliery, in Durham.20 In Mexico’s
worst mine disaster 200 were killed on 27 February due to
an explosion in the Mina Rosita Vieja, near the town of San
Juan de Sabinas, Coahuila.21 On the 4th of March a fire killed
26 at the Hamstead Colliery, Staffordshire,20 and on 9 April
an explosion killed 10 at Norton Hill, Slyving Vein incline.20
Another explosion killed 12 in the Mount Lookout mine at
Wyoming, Pennsylvania,22 while on the following day a
roof fall killed 5 at the Prospect mine at Wilkes-Barre, PA.22
Seventy-five were killed on 18 August at Maypole Colliery
in Ahram, Wigan, Lancashire.20 Six miners were killed in a
haulage accident on 28 August at the Warrior Run mine at
Wilkes-Barre,22 and 100 were killed on 30 September at the
Pala˘ Mine in Coahuila, Mexico.21 In the worst disaster in
the history of mining in Washington County, Pennsylvania,
130 men were killed by an explosion in the Marianna mines,
considered to be the safest in the world,23 and 50 were killed
by explosion on 29 December in the Pocahontas Colliery,
WV.19
Political Events
Portugal’s licentious Carlos I was assassinated February 1
while riding in a carriage near the home office in his native
Lisbon. Crown Prince Luiz was also killed. Police fired at
random, killing a cavalry sergeant who was identified as the
ringleader of an assassination plot, and many people were
seriously injured in the panic that followed the shooting.
Dead at age 44 after a reign of nearly 19 years, the king was
succeeded by his younger son, 18, who would reign until
1910 as Manoel II. He ended the dictatorship of his father’s
prime minister João Franco that began in 1906.4
President Roosevelt adhered to the tradition against a
third term. Republicans nominated Roosevelt’s secretary
of war William Howard Taft of Cincinnati, who had served
as governor of the Philippines, quelled a potential rebellion
in Cuba, and organised construction of the Panama Canal.
Then 50, Taft easily defeated his Democratic rival, William

Shipwrecks
On 3 February 1908 the Steamship St. Cuthbert, bound
from Antwerp to New York, burned at sea off Nova Scotia,
with 15 lives lost.13 On 23 March the Japanese steamer
Mutsu Maru sunk in collision near Hakodate, 300 lives
lost,14 and on 25 April the American liner St. Paul crashed
into the British Cruiser Gladiator and sank the warship. It
was estimated that between 20 to 30 members of the crew of
the Gladiator had drowned.15. Other sources claimed that 127
lives were lost.16 On 30 April the Japanese training cruiser
Matsu Shima sunk off the Pescadores owing to an explosion,
200 lives lost.14 During July the Chinese warship Ying King
foundered, with 300 lives lost 13 On 24 August Steamship
Folgenenden wrecked, 70 persons lost.13 The 2,900 ton ship
“Neustria,” owned by the French Fabre Line with room for
1,100 passengers left New York harbour on 27 October and
vanished without a trace.16 On 6 November 1908 Steamship
Taish sunk in storm off Etoro Island, 150 lives lost.13
Rail Disasters
One of the worst rail disasters in Victoria took place
on the evening of 20 April 1908 as the Bendigo express
dashed into the rear of the Ballarat train at Sunshine Station
smashing three first, a second class carriage and a guards
van into fragments. This resulted in 44 deaths and injuring
over 500 people.17
Mining Disasters
On the first day of the year ten men were killed in a mine
blast at the Bernal mine at Carthage, New Mexico. and
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Jennings Bryan (who ran for the third and last time), winning
321 electoral votes to 162 for the “Great Commoner,” but Taft
had little interest in being president and would antagonize
Roosevelt by allowing Wall Street and business interests to
control his administration.4
China’s dowager empress Cixi (Tzu-hsi) died under
suspicious circumstances at her native Beijing (Peking)
November 15 at age 72 after 52 years as the power behind
the Qing throne, and it was announced that the emperor
Guangxu (Kuang-hsï), who was perfectly healthy, died the
previous day at age 37, having reigned since 1875 while his
adoptive mother ran the show. In her final decree she had
given the throne to Guangxu’s 3-year-old nephew Pu Yi. The
dowager empress was born 17 November 1834 to poor people
living in Peking. She was sold into slavery and became the
property of a famous general who, enchanted by her great
beauty, adopted her and gave her as a present to the reigning
emperor, who, impressed by her beauty and intelligence, made
her a second wife. Upon bearing him a son she was elevated
to first rank. She became regent of the empire after his death.
She consolidated her power by eliminating all princes in 1861
followed by the slaughter of all reformers in 1898. Two years
later she was the instigator of the Boxer uprising, which was
designed to kill all Christians and foreigners.24
Suffragists
New York women socialists demonstrated for equal rights
and better working conditions March 8 to commemorate
the demonstration of March 8, 1857. They demanded voting
rights and an end to sweatshops and child labor.4
“We are not ashamed of what we have done,” said
Christabel Pankhurst on 19 March 1908 in a speech at the
Albert Hall, “because, when you have a great cause to fight
for, the moment of greatest humiliation is the moment when
the spirit is proudest.” Suffragists 100,000 strong stormed
Parliament on the evening of October 13 and two dozen were
arrested. Parliament immediately passed an order forbidding
women access to the building. Emmeline Pankhurst spoke
out in court October 21 to say, “We have taken this action,
because, as women . . . we realize that the condition of our
sex is so deplorable that it is our duty even to break the law
in order to call attention to the reasons why we do so.” She
and Christabel drew prison sentences October 24 after a
sensational trial in which two cabinet members had testified
for the defense. Novelist Mrs. Humphry Ward, then 57, feared
that women’s emancipation would lead to a loss of moral
influence and established the Anti-Suffrage League.4
“The true objection to woman suffrage lies far deeper than
any argument,” declaimed Bryn Mawr president M. Carey
Thomas, in an October address to the North American Woman
Suffrage Association at Buffalo, N.Y. “Giving women
the ballot is the visible sign and symbol of a stupendous
revolution and before it we are afraid. Women are one-half the
world but only a century ago the world of music and painting
and sculpture and literature and scholarship and science was
a man’s world. The world of trades and professions and
of work of all kinds was a man’s world. Women lived in a
twilight life, a half-life apart, and looked out and saw men
as shadows walking. It was a man’s world. The laws were
man’s laws, the government a man’s government, the country
a man’s country . . . The man’s world must become a man’s
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and woman’s world. Why are we afraid? It is the next step
forward on the path toward the sunrise, and the sun is rising
over a new heaven and a new earth.” 4
Education
During 1908 new universities were founded: Davis
campus of the University of California, University of Alberta
at Edmonton, University of British Columbia at Vancouver,
University of the Philippines at Manila, National University
of Ireland at Dublin, and the Queens University of Belfast.4
Environment
Grand Canyon National Monument was created on 11
January 1908 by President Roosevelt, who acted under
provisions of the 1906 Antiquities Act to protect Arizona’s
spectacular canyon from private land speculators.4
Muir Woods National Monument was also created by
presidential proclamation. The 500-acre forest of California
redwoods and sequoias is on land donated to the federal
government by William Kent, U.S. congressman from
Marin County.4
Science and Medicine
The Geiger counter developed by German physicist
Hans Geiger, 26, and New Zealand-born British physicist
Ernest Rutherford, 37, at Manchester University detects
radioactive radiations. A high-voltage wire ran down the
center of a cylinder in a near vacuum and alpha particles
passing through the gas in the cylinder caused it to ionize into
charged particles. This produced a pulse of electrical current
for each alpha particle that could be observed on a dial. Geiger
improved the counter in the 1920s with help from W. Muller
to distinguish between alpha particles and beta and gamma
rays by reducing voltage and becoming able to produce clicks
through a loudspeaker.4
Ex-Lax Co. was founded by Hungarian-born pharmacist
Max Kiss, 25, who came to New York penniless 10 years
earlier. He learned English and heard from a physician
aboard ship while traveling home for a visit to his family
about the newly developed Bayer laxative phenolpthalein.
Kiss developed a chocolate-flavored phenolpthalein formula
that he promoted in movie theaters with a film he made using
neighborhood children as actors.4
Sports and Entertainment
On 8 August 1907 a group of leading rugby union players
and supporters met at Bateman’s Hotel, George Street,
Sydney, to discuss the creation of the New South Wales
Rugby Football League. A key aspect of the new code was
that players would be paid for playing the game. Adopting
the playing rules of the rebel Northern Union of England,
the new competition began in earnest in Australia on Easter
Monday, 20 April 1908.25 The first premiership games of the
newly formed rugby league were played on 20 April 1908 at
Wentworth Park and Birchgrove Oval.26
The 1908 Summer Olympics, officially known as the
Games of the IV Olympiad, were celebrated in 1908 in
London. These games were originally scheduled to be held
in Rome. Italian authorities were preparing infrastructure for
the games when Mount Vesuvius erupted on April 7, 1906,
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devastating the nearby city of Naples. Funds that were to have
gone to the Olympics were diverted to the reconstruction of
Naples, so a new venue was required. London was selected,
and the games were held in White City. The most famous
incident of the games came at the end of the marathon. It
occurred when the first runner to enter the stadium, Dorando
Pietri of Italy, collapsed several times and ran the wrong way.
Not far from the finish-line, two of the officials took him by
the arms, and brought him to the line. As a consequence,
after crossing the line he was disqualified. The medal
went to American Johnny Hayes who was second over the
line, but the glory went to Pietri. Since he himself had not
been responsible for his disqualification Queen Alexandra
the next day awarded him a gold cup in recognition of his
achievement.27
Transportation
The Model T Ford introduced August 12 would soon
outsell all other motorcars. Ford’s $850 “flivver” had a fourcylinder, 20-horsepower engine and a wooden body on a
steel frame that made it “stronger than a horse and easier to
maintain.” It had a planetary transmission with gears operated
entirely by pedals, came only in black, and had complicated
operating instructions: “Close the coil switch; place the spark
lever at about the third or fourth notch of the quadrant; open
the throttle about five or six notches, and prime the carburetor
if the engine requires it; engage the starting crank firmly and
pull up on it. Two or three times will usually suffice to draw
the mixture into cylinders and ignite it.” It took the average
American 4,696 hours of work to earn $850, but nearly 17
million Model Ts were sold worldwide by the time production
ended in 1927.4
Miscellany
The Melitta drip coffee maker was introduced at the
Leipzig Fair and began a movement away from percolators.
Melitta Bentz started experimenting with coffee filters five
years earlier, first cutting a circle out of a sheet of blotting
paper and sticking it in a the bottom of a brass pot that she
had poked full of holes. By putting coffee grounds on top
of the filter and pouring boiling water over it, she obtained
better tasting coffee in less time.4
Tea bags were pioneered by New York tea and coffee
wholesaler Thomas Sullivan, who operated a small retail shop
in the city’s spice district. He sent samples of his various tea
blends to customers in small hand-sewn muslin bags instead
of in small cans generally used. Finding that they could brew
tea simply by pouring boiling water over the tea bag in a cup,
the customers placed hundreds of orders for Sullivan’s tea
bags, and before long these bags were packed by a machine
designed specifically for the purpose.4
The Marshalltown, Iowa newspaper reported on a court
case in which a Dr F.A. Tucker, formerly of Davenport, now
of Des Moines tried to sue Dr W.W. Newell, an optician
in Marshalltown, for payment of a note for the sale of a
diploma from the National Chiropractic Medical College
of Davenport.28, 29
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DEVELOPMENTS AT THE PALMER SCHOOL
Changes in Curriculum
Dissection with the use of cadavers was discontinued in
early 1908. The official reason was that as chiropractors do
not utilize surgery they have no use for dissectional anatomy,
but they do have the need for anatomical knowledge. The
course was therefore taught using stereopticon slides.30 While
this was the explanation given to prospective students, it is
perhaps more correct to blame the laws of the State of Iowa,
which allowed the use of cadavers of only indigent dead. As
the State of Iowa was relatively affluent, the supply of legal,
unclaimed bodies was relatively small. Even as late as 1920
the Medical School at Iowa City used the services of grave
robbers in Tennessee who supplied four medical schools in
Nashville and sent any surplus to Iowa City.31
Student Body
The majority of students at the PSC were of mature age,
and most possessed a superior education or training. An
average of 30% of the student body were women.32
New Faculty
The increased enrolment of students during 1907 justified
the adding of another capable teacher-Dr Hilda M. Lundberg.
She was a PSC graduate and was chosen because of her great
ability and keen conception in anatomical studies.33.
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More Offerings

Clinic

On 1 January 1908 a new system came into effect when
it was announced that the tuition of $100 now included both
husband and wife. It had become apparent that the marriage
partner could be a tremendous help to the practice either as
an adjuster or as a practice manager fully conversant with
chiropractic philosophy.34

A student clinic, here called Outside Clinic or O.C. saw
patients on a gratis basis between 1:30 and 3:00 p.m. on
weekdays. All consultations, examinations and adjustments by
senior students were given before the class under supervision.
Female patients were gowned with back openings to allow
for palpation, nerve tracing and adjustment.39-41

Realising that there were many potential students who
could not afford, both financially and time-wise, to take a full
year off, pay for tuition, accommodation, food and books, B.J.
decided that for those individuals the 12-months course could
be split into three 4-months courses. This would allow those
students to study for four months, go out to earn some money,
return for a second 4-months term, go back to work and return
for their final term and graduate with a DC degree.35 In those
early days, prior to any registration, it was not unusual to
practise chiropractic during their off-campus time.

Court Case
While 1907 had the famous Morikubo case2 the year
1908 also had another milestone case. Dr C. D. Greenall,
a chiropractor of Long Beach, California was convicted
in 1907 of practising medicine without a license. He was
sentenced in the Justice Court to a fine of $100 or 100 days
in the county jail. His attorney, Miss Philaletha Michelson,
at once surrendered her client, appealed to the Superior Court
for a writ of habeas corpus and was denied. Then she took
her case to the Supreme Court.
Miss Michelson, an energetic, enthusiastic young barrister,
had been practising law only three years. On 23 June 1908
she was informed by the clerk of the Supreme Court that she
had won the first case she had taken to the highest Court in
the State.
Though gratified in clearing her client she was disappointed
as her plan was to overthrow the State medical law which she
claimed discriminates. against practitioners of other schools
of healing.42
Enhanced Teaching Aids
During 1908 B.J. Palmer spent approximately $10,000 to
put together the largest private collection of lantern slides,
He had realized that students retained more when using the
faculties of hearing, seeing and writing notes.43.
On 29 September 1908 students formed the PSC Record
Club. Its aim was to collect and publish in typewritten form
the daily proceedings, including definitions, discussions,
corrections, etc. of classes and clinics. For this purpose the
students hired a competent stenographer. Proceedings were
available on subscription to students on a daily basis, while
field doctors could receive them on a weekly basis.44 One of
these stenographers was Augustus A. Dye, DC, who published
one of the earliest books on the history of chiropractic..45
Social Amenities

B. J. Palmer’s PhC award. Courtesy Palmer College Archives.

The PhC Degree
The degree of Philosopher of Chiropractic was announced
in November 1907.36 The first degree was presented to B.J.
Palmer on 2 January 1908 in the form of an illuminated
parchment printed in six different coloured inks and several
water-colours and signed by the faculty and directors of the
school: M.P. Brown, MD, DC; H.M. Lundberg, DC; W.L.
Heath, DC; M.H. Palmer, DC and L.H. Nutting.37 Future
PhC degrees would be awarded to students who achieved
an average of 98% in all examinations and was in the same
design as the DC diploma.38
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For those students who enjoyed music a Schiller upright
piano was made available in the parlour of the building,46. and
an Aeolian Orchestrelle was added later during the year.47
Public Relations
Like in previous years B.J. held a series of 24 public
lectures on chiropractic subjects. The first lecture was
announced as “Are Diseases Contagious or Infectious” 48
which was followed a week later by “Remedies Worse Than
Disease.” 49 These lectures took place every Wednesday
evening at 8 p.m. at the PSC.50
B.J. presented an illustrated lecture on the Mammoth Cave
to a large crowd at Duncan’s Business College, as even the
largest room at the Palmer School was unable to hold the
crowd.51, 52
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B.J. Palmer and Portland group, July 1908. Courtesy Palmer College Archives.

Lecture Tour

In order to gain more students for his school, B.J. had
advertised heavily through magazines, leaflets and journals
without getting the expected result. He took the advice of Rev.
McGaw of Morning Sun, Iowa, to talk to the public directly,
and started a lecture tour which covered 8,000 miles delivering
51 lectures.53 While in Portland, Oregon, the Association of
Oregon Chiropractors, during their second annual meeting,
conferred Honorary Membership upon B.J.54

W.L. Heath, DC, PhC. Courtesy Palmer College Archives.

Morikubo
After the successful legal battle in 1907 2 Shegataro
Morikubo published the following report in the LaCrosse
Tribune of 5 June 1908:59.

B.J. Palmer researching line of drive. Courtesy Palmer College
Archives.

“Wisdom is justified by its children.” When I made my
advent in this city, even well meaning and intelligent
people shook their heads and thought I was “an innocent
looking quack.” Time, however, amply demonstrated
the greatness of Chiropractic Science, and my work,
which sincerely courts investigation, has vindicated
my integrity of purpose, and my sincerity has won
innumerable friends for Chiropractic. Even prejudice
which fought hard against me and Chiropractic, is now
at rest under the sod.

A Bureau of Information was established at the PSC
whose function was to refer inquiring patients to graduate
chiropractors in their vicinity.55 The PSC also organised a
“Chiropractors Employment Agency” through which new
graduates could be sent to localities that had requested a
chiropractor to settle there.56

This victory has not been gained accidentally. You
all know how hard all the malefactors fought against
the Chiropractor, but they were routed for the simple
reason that right should prevail. It is common sense
and judgment of the people of LaCrosse and of the
Northwest which have pronounced the verdict that
Chiropractic is a boon to suffering humanity, and that
it is a privilege of these people in this fair city.

New books were published by B.J. Volume 3, “The
Philosophy of Chiropractic” was shipped on 2 June 1908.57
“The Science of Chiropractic” Volume 4 went on sale in
October 1908.58 This volume contains many photographs
indicating early research by B.J. to find the best line-of-drive
to adjust various vertebrae.

It is my privilege and delight to announce that the work I
have begun will be continued. My successor, Dr. Heath,
the Chiropractor, is a graduate of the Palmer School of
Chiropractic. He is father of Mrs. B. J. Palmer, whose
husband is the star in the whole Chiropractic world.
Dr. Heath is a man of integrity and character, and his

Materials for the Profession
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Howard’s National School of Chiropractic, Ryan Block, Davenport,
Iowa. Courtesy Palmer College Archives.
John F. Howard, DC. Courtesy Palmer College Archives.

purpose in life is to relieve suffering humanity. As a
Chiropractor he is conscientious and skillful, and it is
a pleasure for me to recommend him to the people of
LaCrosse and the Northwest.
Dr. Heath will occupy the same rooms for his office
in the McMillan building, Main street, which I have
occupied. He will be ready by next Tuesday to receive
patients.
SHEGETARO MORIKUBO.
Other Schools
Howard’s school, the National School of Chiropractic,
which was located in the same building, the Ryan block, in
which D.D. Palmer had his original practice, relocated to
Chicago due to the restricted access to cadavers imposed by
Iowa statutes.60
The Texas Chiropractic College was opened by J.N. Stone,
MD, DC, in San Antonio in September 1908, and recently
celebrated its centenary. Stone would serve as its President
until 1918.61
Tullius de Florence Ratledge started the first of his schools,
the Ratledge System of Chiropractic, in Guthrie, Oklahoma,
in 1908. In the following years he established schools in
Arkansas City and Topeka, Kansas, and eventually in Los
Angeles. The Los Angeles School was later taken over by
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Cleveland and became the Cleveland Chiropractic College
Los Angeles (CCCLA).
Late in 1908 D.D. Palmer started another school, the D.D.
Palmer College of Chiropractic, in Portland, Oregon with
Leroy Gordon, DC as partner. It took in its first students
on 9 November. The curriculum included dissection, minor
surgery, obstetrics and forensic jurisprudence. This college
still exists today—through amalgamation and numerous name
changes—as the Western States Chiropractic College.63
All these schools are still in existence. The following
schools were started in 1908 but are no longer in existence.
The Michigan College was founded in 1908 by N.C. Ross,
DC, in Grand Rapids, Michigan. It was relocated to Fort
Wayne, Indiana, and renamed the Ross Chiropractic College.
The college closed its doors in the mid-1950s.64
Other “schools” that started in 1908 included “The Illinois
Kiro-Practic University” by J.A. Kent, DC and Gustav Becker,
DC. at 39 State Street, Chicago and “Michigan Kiropractic
College” formed by “Prof” Mark B. Thompson DC and Dr
John T. McCormick, DO.
D.D. PALMER’S ADVENTURES
During the spring of 1908 D.D. Palmer founded “the
Fountain Head School” at 513 West Grand in Oklahoma
City. This school existed only a very short time 65
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J.A. Kent, DC

Leroy M. Gordon, DC

“Professor” Mark B. Thompson, DC

D. D. Palmer

and damage to the cause of Chiropractic universally, is not
a part of Chiropractic as advanced and taught at the PSC,
“Chiropractic’s Fountain Head.” It is only used by pseudos
or those who do not comprehend principles and wish a
makeshift.67
UNIVERSAL CHIROPRACTORS ASSOCIATION
The Universal Chiropractors Association held its 2nd annual
convention at the Palmer School from 1-3 September 1908.
Twenty papers were presented,68 including one by the UCA
legal team, Tom Morris and Fred Hartwell, and one by Miss
Philaletha Michelson, who had successfully defended C.D,
Greenall, DC, in the California State Supreme Court.69
At the end of the year the UCA counted 95 members,
including 3 Canadians.70
D. D. Palmer with first group of students, November 1908. Courtesy
Palmer College Archives.

In October 1908 D.D. and his fifth wife, Mary Hudler
Palmer, arrived in Portland, Oregon. This is the city where
he would compile his book, The Chiropractor’s Adjuster: the
Science, Art and Philosophy of Chiropractic.66
He published Volume 1, Number 1 of a new magazine “The
Chiropractor Adjuster” in October, in which he maintained
that as the founder of chiropractic he is the “Fountain Head,”
no matter where he would locate.65 It has been suggested that
D.D. went to Portland in reaction to the lecture series that BJ.
and Mabel Palmer held during July 1908.66
THOMAS STOREY
Thomas Storey, who had charges laid against him in
1907 for violating the California Medical Practice Act had
fled to Mexico to avoid arrest.2 He returned to California in
1908, was convicted of practising medicine at Los Angeles,
sentenced to sixty days in jail and a fine of $500. This was
the severest sentence ever made in the Justice Court in
Los Angeles for such an offence. It was alleged he used a
mallet and pounded his patients on the spine until they were
exhausted. One such patient died.67 B.J. commented:
The above is only too true. We are sorry that it is, but
will again state the mallet and chisel, which did the mischief
Chiropractic Journal of Australia
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CONCLUSION
While events around the world were essentially violent
and disruptive to society, the development of chiropractic
education moved from strength to strength. This seems to
be the nature of the world and from this we can learn that
history repeats, with natural disasters such as the earthquakes
in China and the devastating fires in Southern California
during this year. The introduction of the PSC Record Club
in 1908 can be likened to the announced introduction of
Evolve ebooks, and further educational developments that
were discussed at the World Federation of Chiropractic
Conference on Education in Beijing.71-73
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